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Abstract 

Reachability analysis is the most popular and the most used method in protocol validation. It 
consists in constructing a graph called reachability graph, describing communication of ma
chines exchanging messages through FIFO channels. The states and structure of this graph are 
then analysed according to given properties to validate the related communication protocol. In 
this paper, we go from communicating machines used in reachability analysis, to design tempo
ral communicating machines allowing one to specify quantitative temporal aspects of communi
cation protocols. A temporal reachability graph describing the global behavior of temporal 
communicating machines, is then defined. After that, we show how this graph can be used to 
analyse general properties of communication protocols submitted to temporal constraints. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we deal with validation of protocols with temporal constraints, by using reachabi
lity analysis principles (West, 1978). Among the time semantics proposed in the literature, we 
have chosen an interval semantics, to design temporal communicating machines taking into ac
count the quantitative temporal aspects of communication protocols. A global graph describing 
the communication between the temporal machines is then constructed. This graph may be lo
cally infinite. However, it is possible to deduce from it, a locally finite graph that we call tempo
ral reachability graph, by using the approach developed by Alur and Dill to group the global 
states into regions (Dill, 1989; Alur and Dill, 1994). Beyond the classical state explosion pro
blem, our approach is adapted to study asynchronous communicating systems with temporal 
constraints and specially to validate new general properties of protocols submitted to temporal 
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constraints: delayed message, blocking delayed message, delayed reception and blocking de
layed reception. 

II. TRANSITION MODELS AND TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS: A 
SURVEY 

Several aspects of computer systems in general and of communication protocols in particular: 
reliability, recoverability, performance, ... , are highly dependent on time in all its forms: qualitative 
and quantitative. Therefore, modeling and analysis of temporal constraints in computer systems 
is a fundamental subject of study. In this paper, we deal with quantitative temporal aspects i.e. 
explicit values of time. 

To integrate quantitative temporal constraints into systems specification, several extensions of 
basic formal description techniques are proposed: transition models (Ramchandani, 1974; 
Merlin and Faber, 1976; Dill, 1989; Alur and Dill 1990 and 1994; Berthomieu and Diaz, 1991; 
Courtiat and Diaz, 1991; Benzinger, Manna and Pnueli, 1991a), algebraic languages (Bergstra 
and Klop, 1984; Nicollin and Sifakis, 1991; Courtiat et al., 1993; Leduc and Leonard, 1993) and 
temporal logics (Alur and Benzinger, 1991 and 1993; Benzinger, Manna and Pnueli, 1991a and 
1991b). Our contribution being based on a transition model, this section gives a brief survey of 
the main temporal extensions of such models. 

11.1. Timed Petri nets and time Petri nets 

Two basic temporal extensions have been proposed for Petri nets: timed Petri nets by 
Ramchandani (1974) and time Petri nets by Merlin (Merlin and Faber, 1976). In timed Petri 
nets, a finite duration is associated with each transition which must fire as soon as it is enabled. 

In time Petri nets two real values at and bt such that: 0 ~ at ~ bt ~ oo, are associated with each 

transition t. Suppose that tis enabled at time 't', then t cannot fire before 't'+at and must fire be

fore or at 't'+bt, unless it is disabled before its firing by the firing of another transition. It is clear 
that Merlin model is more general than Ramchandani model. Berthomieu and Diaz (1991) have 
developed an interesting approach using Merlin model for specifying and verifying temporal 
constraints in communication protocols. All these models present the same limitations than pure 
Petri nets in describing asynchronous communication and infinite communication channels. 

11.2. Timed automata 

Timed automata have been introduced by Alur and Dill (Dill, 1989; Alur and Dill, 1990 and 
1994) for modeling real-time systems. A timed automaton is a finite automaton with a finite set 
of real-valued clocks. The clocks can be reset to 0 (independently of each other) with the transi
tions of the automaton, and keep track of the time elapsed since the last reset. The transitions of 
the automaton put certain constraints on the clock values: a transition may be taken only if the 
current values of the clocks satisfy the associated constraints. A state of a given real-time system 
is then represented by the pair <s, t> where sis a state of the automaton and tis a set of real va
lues corresponding to the clocks. 

Alur and Dill work deals specifically with real-time systems considered as a whole and not 
with separate systems communicating through channels with given properties. 

The work of Alur and Dill has the merit to have introduced the regions method (Dill, 1989; 
Alur and Dill, 1994) for analyzing temporal systems. Idea is to group the states of a given tem
poral system into sets of states called regions and having the same first componant s and diffe
rent clocks values t. They prove that the number of these sets is finite and each one could be re-
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presented by one state of the system and a subset of IRn described by a set of inequalities with 
no more than two variables per inequality. Using solving principles proposed by Aspavall and 
Shiloach (1979), one can design simple algorithms to establish non trivial properties of temporal 
systems. 

Another interesting aspect of Alur and Dill work is the design of a model checking approach 
for temporal systems (Alur, Courcoubetis and Di111990 and 1993; Alur, Dill et al. 1992; Alur 
and Dill, 1994). 

11.3. Timed transition diagrams 

Timed transition diagrams have been defined by Henzinger, Manna and Pnueli (1991a) for 
modeling real-time processes. They are finite directed graphs whose vertices are called locations. 
A location is distinguished for starting the control at each process. Each diagram has a finite set 
of variables. Each edge (l, l') in the graph is labeled by three elements: a guarded instruction 

c --7 x:=e, a minimal delay ie IN and a maximal delay se INu{ oo} such that s~i. The intended 
operational meaning of the given edge is as follows. The minimal delay i guarantees that whene
ver the control of the corresponding process P has resided at the location l for at least i time 
units during which the guard c has been continuously true, then P may proceed to !'. The maxi
mal delay s ensures that whenever the control of P has resided at l for s time units during which 
the guard c has been continuously true, then P must proceed to !'. In other words, time cannot 
advance before either the guard c becomes false, which may be caused by a process parallel toP, 
or the process P proceeds. In doing so, the control of P moves to l' "instantaneously", and the 
current values of e are assigned to the variables x. 

Processes communicate through shared variables and authors deal specially with synchronous 
communication by using a CSP rendez-vous. However, they notice that communication through 
channels could be modelised by shared variables. It then remains to specify the transit delay in 
the channels. 

11.4. Communicating real-time state machines 

Communicating real-time state machines (CRSM) introduced by Shaw (1992), are similar to 
timed transition diagrams with some differences. A CRSM M has a finite number of states, with 
one start state and zero or more halt states. Each state transition is described by a guarded 

command: <guard>-t<command> where a <guard> is a Boolean expression over the local va
riables of M and the <command> can be an input, an output, or an internal command. A transi
tion can only be executed if its guard is evaluated to true. Internal commands can specify either a 
computation or a physical activity. Input and output (IO) are synchronous and modeled directly 
after CSP. 

An ideal global real-time clock is assumed. A transition with an internal command Cis ready 
at the same time that its "from" state is entered. The corresponding execution time is given by 
the pair: [tmin(C), tmax(C)] indicating that the duration d of C is somewhere in the interval 

O~tmin(C)~d~tmax(C)~oo . 
IO times are also represented by pairs, only in this case denoting the earliest and latest times 

that the 10 can occur after entering a given state. The idea is that a machine is ready to perform 
IO at its earliest time and remains ready throughout the interval. The intersection of a sender and 
a receiver interval gives the time of possible communications. It is assumed that 10 happens as 
soon as possible. Dinstinction between commands together with synchronous communication 
make the Shaw model very difficult to use in modeling communication protocols. 
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ll.S. Temporal communicating machines 

Our approach which is described in details in the following sections, is based on temporal 
communicating machines (Rafiq and Cacciari, 1995) wich are finite state machines like in Shaw 
work. However, these machines communicate through infmite channels in which the messages 
spend a certain period of time. Another difference with Shaw work, is that we adopt the same 
semantics for executing any kind of commands: the Merlin semantics. Finally, to validate com
munication properties of such machines, we use the regions approach proposed by Dill (1989) 
which has also been used by Berthomieu and Diaz (1991). 

ill. REACHABILITY ANALYSIS 

This section introduces basic notions and principles of reachability analysis of communicating 
systems. 

ID.l. Communicating systems 

A communicating finite state machine (CFSM) is a 4-tuple CM = (Q,A,qo,~ where Q is a finite 

set of states, A is a finite set of actions, q" is a distiguished state of Q, the initial state and uis a 

partial function u: A x Q -+ Q, the transition function. The set A of actions is the disjoint union 
of three sets: A =Ainu A out u Aint, A our is the set of sending actions; its elements are in the 

form -a, where a denotes the sent message. The set Ar = (a I -a e A our } is the set of outgoing 
messages. A in is the set of receiving actions; its elements are in the form +a where a denotes 
the received message. The set M+ = (a I +a e A in } is the set of incoming messages. Aint is the 
set of internal actions, i.e. actions which do not imply neither sending nor receiving of ames
sage. These actions are denoted by lowercase latin letters without prefix + nor -. 

A communicating system is a set of communicating machines exchanging messages through 
FIFO channels. In this paper, we will use only communicating systems made up of two com
municating machines. Let us notice, however, that most of the estabilished results can be genera
lized to systems composed of more than two communicating machines. 

A communicating system is then defined as a 4-tuple S = (CMJ,CM2,C1,2,C2.J) where 
CM; = (Q;,A;,q,0 ,u;) is a CFSM fori= 1, 2, and C;J is a FIFO channel connecting CM; to 
CMj. 1 :s; i * j :s; 2. All messages used in emission by one of the two CFSM are considered as 
incoming messages in the other one. M;J = Ar; = M\ 1 :s; i * j :s; 2 is then the set of messages 
that CM; may send to CMj through Cij. 

lll.2. Reachability graph 

The behavior of S is described by a graph, called reachability graph, whose verticies are global 
states of S and whose edges are labelled by global transitions of S. 

A global state of Sis a 4-tuple g = (QJ,Qz,CJ,2,C2,J) where q;e Q; is the current state of CM; 
and CiJE (M;J)* is the current content of CiJ· 

A global transition is a pair (i,a) where a e A;. It is said to befirable in g = (QJ.Qz,CJ.2,C2.J), 
if and only if u;( a,q;) is defined and either ae A/nt u A,our or a= +ae A;in and Cj,i = aw with 

we(Mj,;)*. 
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When a global transition t = (i,a) is firable in a global state g = (qJ,q2,CJ,2,C2,J), its firing 

makes the system go to the global state g' = (q'1,q' 2,c'J,2,c' 2.1) with q' i = a;( a,q;), q'j = qj. 
1 5: h~ j S 2 and: 

1. if ae A;int,, then c'1.2 = c1.2 and c'2,1 = c2,1; 

2. if a= -a e A;001, then c';J = c;Ja and c'j,i = Cj,i; 

3. if a= +a e A;in, then c'j,i =wand c';J = Ci,j· 

g' is said to be directly reachable from g by t and one can write g_,,g• or simply g_,g•. A global 
state/is said to be reachable from the global state g, if there exists a sequence go= g, gJ, ... , 
gn = f, n~O. of global states such that g;_J_,g;, fori= 1, 2, ... , n. If/is reachable from g, one 

writes g_, *f 
The global state g0 = (q0 J,q"2,e,e), where both machines are in their initial state and both 

channels are empty, is the initial state of S. A global state g is said to be reachable, if it is rea-
chable from the initial state, i.e. if go_,•g. 

Reachability graph of S is defined as the directed and edge-labelled graph G.s whose vertices 
are the reachable global states of S. In G.s there exists a directed edge going from the state g to 

the state/and labelled by the global transition (i,a), if and only if g_,(i,af 
Since the size of communication channels is not a priori bounded, it follows that G.s my be 

infinite. The finiteness problem of G.s is undecidable (Brand and Zafiropulo, 1983). However, 
for each vertex of G.s the number of outgoing and incoming edges is finite and bounded, i.e. G.s 
is locally finite. Let us recall that a graph is said to be finite, if it has a finite number ofverticies 
and a finite number of edges and it is said to be locally finite, if every vertex is the endpoint of a 
finite number of edges. One may remark that a finite graph is locally finite but the converse may 
be false. 

Reachability graph is used to validate given properties of communication protocols described 
as communicating systems. Among properties taken into account one may notice deadlocks, 
unspecified receptions, blocking unspecified receptions and blocking cycles. These properties 
are said to be general, as they are independent of the provided service. Nevertheless, the rea
chability graph can also be used to verify service properties which are generally described in a 
suitable modal or temporal logic. This approach is called model checking in the literature. 

IV. COMMUNICATING SYSTEMS AND TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS 

Starting from the concept of communicating systems, we introduce the notion of temporal com
municating system, to take into account quantitative temporal constraints of communication 
protocols. Such constraints may correspond to response delay of requests, to firability condi
tions of internal and external actions and to waiting delay of messages. 

The behavior of a temporal communicating system is then described by using a graph, which 
can be locally infinite. Nevertheless, it is possible to deduce from this behavior graph a locally 
finite one, which is called temporal reachability graph allowing one to study several general pro
perties of communication protocols subject to temporal constraints. 

LetT = IQ+. IQ+ denotes the set of non-negative rational number and corresponds to the set 
of observable instants. An interval [ -r,p] on T is an interval in the classical sense, with 'tE IN and 

peiN U (+oo). 
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IV.l. Temporal communicating machines 

A temporal communicating machine is a 4-tuple TCM = (Q,A,qD,tr) where Q, A and qo have the 

same definition as in a communicating finite state machines and tr, the transition function, is a 

partial function 1r: Axll"xQ-?Q. For every action a and every state q, we define fire(a,q) as the 

set of instants in which the action a can be executed startig from the state q: 

fire(a,q) = {te 11" ltr(a,t,q) is defined}. 

We make the technical hypothesis that tr(a,t,q) has the same value a(a,q) for every 

te fire(a,q) (determinism hypothesis). The CFSM undelying TCM is then defined as 

MC = (Q,A,q0 ,C1). 
To allow analysis of temporal communicating systems we make the hypothesis that for every 

action ae A and every state qe Q, the set fire( a,q) is either empty or it is an interval of 11" 
(continuity hypothesis). The notations min(a,q) and max(a,q) denote respectively lower and 

upper bound of fire( a,q). 

IV.2. Temporal communicating systems 

A temporal communicating system is a 4-tuple TS = (TCMJ,TCM2,TCJ,2,TC2,1) where TC;.; 
are temporal FIFO channels through which the messages from TCM; to TCM1 are exchanged. 
A temporal FIFO channel TC is an ordinary FIFO channel augmented whith an interval 
[min(TC),max(TC)] of 11". This interval allows one to specify the transit delay of messages 
through TC: a message should not stay more than max(TC) time units in TC. and should remain 
at least min(TC) time units in it. 

The communicating system underlying toTS isS= (CMJ,CM2,Cf.2,C2.J), where CM; is the 
CFSM underlying to TCM; and C;.; is the FIFO channel undelying to TC;.;. 

Before tackling the behavior of TS, let us define the notion of temporal word. Let L be a finite 

alphabet, a temporal word on Lis a word w = a1t1a2t2 ... antn of (:Ell")* such that t/?.ti?:. ... ?.tn. 

The set of temporal words on Lis denoted by 'T(l:). For w = a1t1a2t2 ... antn e 'T(l:), llwll = n. 

For we 'T (L) and te 11", 

IV .3. Behavior of temporal communicating system 

A global state of TS specifies the time spent by messages in the temporal channels as well as the 
time spent by each machine in its current state. Therefore, a temporal machine may execute an 
action, if this one is firable in the underlying communicating system and the related temporal 

constraints are fulfilled i.e. a machine TCM; may execute an action a in a state q, if it has spent 

within qat least min(a,q) time units and no more than max(a,q) time units. Furthermore, if 
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a= +a, the message a has to be at the head of TCj,i within which it has spent at least min(TCj,i) 

time units and no more than max(TCj,i) time units. If TCM; has spent max( a,q) within q, it has 

imperatively to execute either a or another possible action, in order to avoid blocking. 
Going from these considerations, in order to simplify the behavior definition of a TS as well 

as related validation, we make the following technical hypothesis: if qe Q and ae A are such 

that fire( a,q) ~ 0, then min( a,q) ~Max( q) where Max(q) is the lowest upper bound of firabi

lity intervals of actions firable in q, i.e. Max(q)=min {max(a,q) I fire(a,q)~ 0} (limitation hy
pothesis). 

IV.3 .1. Global states 

A global state of TS is a 6-tuple tg = ( q J,t1 ,q2,t2,tCJ,2,tC2,1) where q ;e Qi is a state of TCM;, 

t;E lr is the time elapsed since TCM; is within q; with t;~ax(q;) and tC;JET(M;J) is the content 

of TC;J where if tC;J = anv cF e, then "~ max(TC;J). 

Let tg = (qJ,tJ,q2,t2,tcu,tc2.1) be a global state of TS with tc1.2 = a,-.,a2'02 ... ak'Ok and 

tc2,1 = b1Plb2p2 ... bhPh· tg can be identified to the pair <g,t> where the global state 
g = (qJ,q2,a1a2 ... ak,b1b2 ... bh) of S = (CM,,CM2,CJ.2,C2.J), is the underlying state of tg and 

t = (tJ,t2,'rJ,'f2, ... ,'0t.PJ,p2, ... ,ph) E lrn is the temporal characteristics of tg, 

n = lltcJ,211 + lltc2.1il + 2 is the size of tg. 

IV.3.2. Global transitions 

Two kinds of transition are defined in TS: simple transition and temporal transition. A simple 

transition is a pair (i,a) where a E A; and i = 1, 2. It is firable in the global state 

tg = (qJ,tJ,q2.t2,tcu,tcv), if and only if 7r;(a,t;,q;) is defined and either aeA/111 u A;out or 

a= +a e A;in and tcj,i = anv for weT(Mj,i) with -r~ min(TCj,iJ. 

When a simple transition (i,a) is firable in tg = (qJ.tJ,q2.t2,tCJ.2,tC2.J), its firing leads TS to 

tg' = (q' ,,t' ,,q'2,t'2,tc' 1.2.tc'v) where q'; = tr;(a,q;,tj), t'; = 0, q'i = qi, t'i =ti and: 

1. if ae A/111 then ct' i,j = ct;J and ct' j,i = ctj,i; 

2. if a= -a e A,our, then ct' iJ = ct;Ja'O, where '0= 0 and ct'j.i = ctj.i; 

3. if a= +a e A;in, then ct' iJ = ct;J and ct'j,i = w, where Ctj,i = anv. 

One may then write tg ~(i,a) tg' or simply tg ~ tg'. 

Let us notice that if a simple transition (i,a) is firable in a global state tg = <g,l> ofTS, then it 
is also frrable in the global state g of the underlying communicating system S. On the other side, 

if (i,a) is frrable in a global state g of S, it is not sure that the corresponding transition is also fi
rable in tg = <g,t>. It is firable, if and only if the temporal characteristics of tg fulfill the previous 
conditions. 

A temporal transition t is an element of lr and it is firable in tg if and only 

tg E9 t.=(qJ.tJ+t,q2,t2+t,tc1.2 E9 t,tcv E9 t) is a global state, i.e. if t;+t ~ Max(q;) fori= 1, 2 and 

'riJ + t ~ max(TC;J) where tc;J = a'O;Jw, i,j = 1, 2, i ~ j. tg' = tg E9 tis said to be an evolution of 

tg. The set of evolutions of tg is denoted by tgG!. 
Using the previous definitions, one can prove lemma 1. 
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Lemmal 
H a simple transition (i,a) is frrable in a global state tg, then (i,a) is firable in every evolution of 

tg, i.e. in every state if e tgfB •. 

A global state if is reachable from the global state tg if there exists a sequence tgo = tg, 
tg1, ... , tgk =if with k~. such that fori= 1, 2, ... , k, either tgi.J-+tgi or tgi is an evolution of 
tgj.J. 

The initial state of TS is tg0 = ( qo 1 ,O,qo2,0,e,e) where both machines are in their initial state, 
the value of the corresponding timers is equal to zero and both channels are empty. A global 
state is said to be reachable, if it is reachable from the initial state. 

IV.3 .3. Behavior graph 

The behavior of TS can be described by a directed and edge-labelled graph 1hs. called behavior 
graph of TS. The verticies of1hs are the reachable global states of TS. In :8 TS there exists an 
edge labelled by a simple transition (i,a) and going from tg to tf, if and only if tg-+(i.a)tf. There 
exists an edge labelled by a temporal transition t and going from tg to tf, if and only if 
tf= tg E9 t. In general, :BTs is not locally finite and therefore it is not tractable by software tools. 

To cope with this problem, we can deduce a locally finite graph from :8 TS· This graph is called 
temporal reachability graph and allows one, among other things, to analyse several properties of 
communication protocols subject to temporal constraints. 

IV .4. Communication properties 

The communication properties considered in this paper are general properties, i.e. independent 
of the provided service: unspecified receptions, blocking unspecified receptions, deadlocks, de
layed messages, blocking delayed messages, delayed receptions and blocking delayed recep
tions. They may be analysed by examining just the global states and the structure of the beha
vior graph. 

Let tg = (qJ,tJ,Q2.t2,tCJ,2,tC2,J) be a reachable global state ofTS. 
TCMi has an unspecified reception in tg, if and only if tCj,i = a-rw and fire(+a,qi) = 0. In 

other words, the reception of the message at the head of the incoming channel of TCMi is im
possible in tg, independently of temporal constraints. An unspecified reception is said blocking 
unspecified reception if, moreover, tire( a,qJ = 0 for every action a e Aiinl u A,.out. 

tg is a deadlock, if and only if ct1,2 = ct2,1 = e and for every evolution tg' e tgfB of tg, no 

simple transition is firable in gt'. If tg = (qJ,tJ.Q2,t2,e,e) is a deadlock, no progress of the system 
is possible and the protocol is therefore definitely blocked. 

There exists a delayed message for TCMi in tg, if and only if tCj,i = a'tW, tire( +a,qi) *' 0, 
-r<min{TCj,i) and ti = Max(qJ. In other words, there exists a delayed message in tg, if and only 
if the message a which is at the head of TCj,i can not yet be delivred, but a possible transition of 
TCMi must be fired since ti = Max(qJ. A delayed message is said blocking delayed message if, 
moreover, 1T:i(a,ti,Qi) is undefined for every action a e Aint u A0" 1• In other words, if there 
exists a blocking delayed message for TCMi in tg, then TCMi is definitely blocked. 

TCMi has a delayed reception in tg, if and only if tcj,i = a-rw, fire(+a,qi) *' 0, 
ti <min( +a,qi) and T = max(TCj,J- In other words, TCMi has a delayed reception in tg, if and 
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only if the reception of the leading message of TCj,i is not defined at the current time, but this 

message must be delivred by the channel since -r= max(TCj,i). A delayed reception is said blo

cking delayed reception if, moreover, tri( a,ti,Qi) is undefined for every action a e Ainl u A0 ut. 

In other words, ifTCMi has a blocking delayed reception in tg, it is definitely blocked. 

V. TEMPORAL REACHABILITY GRAPH 

As we said in section IV, the behavior graph :BTs ofTS can be locally infinite. In this section, we 

will show how to derive from :BTs a temporal reachability graph (TRG}, which is locally finite 
and which allows one to validate the previous properties. 

V.l. Regions and firability 

Every vertex ofTRG is a set of global states. These sets, which are called regions (Dill, 1989, 
Alur and Dill, 1994, Alur, Dill et al. 1992), are closed under temporal transitions. The edges 
connecting the regions in the temporal reachability graph are simple transitions ofTS. 

Definition 1 
A region is a set R of global states such that if <g ,t> and <h,p> e R then g = h. Moreover, if 

tg e R, then tgfB C R. 

If R is a region, we set R =<g.~>. where g is the global state underlying to the states of R 
and ~ C 1rn is the set of the temporal characteristics of states of R. 

Firing of a simple transition in a region is defined as follows. Let R =<g.~> be a region and 

let (i,a) be a simple transition. Let us take the set F = <g,!l>, where fJ = {te ~ I (i,a) is fi
rable in <g ,t>). It follows from lemma I that F is a region. It is called the firability region of 

(i,a) in R. IfF is not empty, (i,a) is said to befirable in Rand the consequence of firing (i,a) in 

R is R' = {tg 13 tfe <g,fF> s.t. tf -?(i.a) tg)fB, i.e. the closure of the set of global states reached 

by (i,a) from a state of R. If R' is the result of firing (i,a) in R, one writes R -?(i,a) R' or sim

ply R -7 R'. 

V.2. Reachability and inequalities 

The initial region R0 is the set of the evolutions of the initial state of T S: 

R0 = <(Q0J,Q"2,e,e),~0>, where ~o is the set of pairs (t1, t2) e 1J"2 fulfilling the following 
system of inequalities: 

(1) 

A region R is said to be reachable, if there exist regions R0, R1o ... , Rk, k ~ 0, with Ro = R0 , 

Rk =Rand Ri.J -7 Ri fori =1, 2, ... , k. 
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Theorem 1 
If R is a reachable region and tg is a global state belonging to R, then tg is reachable. 
Conversely, every reachable state belongs to a reachable region. 

Sketch of the proof 
This theorem is proved by induction on the number of simple transitions used to reach R from 
the initial region R 0 

The converse is proved by induction on the number of simple transitions leading from the 

initial state tg0 to the state tg •. 

Definition 2 

TR.aTs. the temporal reachabilityt graph of TS has as verticies the set of reachable regions. 

There exists an edge labelled by the simple transition (i,a) and going from the vertex R to the 

vertex R', if and only if R ~(i,a) R'. 

One may notice that TRG is locally finite, since the set of actions is supposed to be finite. 
Moreover, it may contain several regions having the same underlying state. 

One interesting aspect of TRG is that the reachable regions may be specified easely by sys
tems of inequalities. 

Theorem2 

Let R = <g,!R.> be a reachable region and let (i,a) be a simple transition firable in Rand 

F = <g,ff> the firability region of (i,a) in R. !It and ff can be defined by a system of linear 
inequalities with at most two variables per inequality 

Proof 

Let us remark at first that if R = <g,!R.> is a reachable region and (i,a) is a simple transition, 

one can specify the fact that (i,a) is firable in R by one or two inequalities. One writes 

ti;::: min( a,qi) and if a = +a, one takes a second inequality -r;::: min(TCj,i) to describe the fact 

that the message a must spend at least min(TCj,i) time units in TCj,i· This shows that if !It can 
be described by a system of inequalities with at most two variables per inequality so does ~-

Let now Ro = R0 , RJ, ... , Rk = R be a regions sequence such that Ri-I ~ Ri fori= 1, 2, ... , k. 
If k = 0, R is the initial region and it is defined by system (1 ), which is in the required form. Let 
then be k > 0. By induction on k, one may suppose that Rk-1 satisfies the theorem. Let 

Rk-l~(i.aJRk. By the induction hypothesis, the firability region of (i,a) in R is F = <gk-J,ff> 
where fF is defined by a system of inequalities with at most two variables per inequality. It is 
easy to see that the system of inequalities defining fF can be modified to give a system defining 

!It and still having at most two variables per inequalitiy •. 

Like the classical reachability graph, TRG can be infinite and its finiteness is undecidable. 
One can see that by setting all the temporal constraints to [O,oo] and, therefore, TRG of such a 
temporal communicating system is equivalent to its related reachability graph. When TRG is 
finite, it can be constructed in a time polynomial in its size (Rafiq and Cacciari, 1995). 
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VI. TEMPORAL REACHABILITY ANALYSIS 

In this section, we will show how one can use TRG to validate the communication properties 
defined in section IV. After that, we will illustrate this approach through a simple tranfer proto
col. 

VI.l. Principles 

The basic idea is: if R = <g, 9t.> is a reachable region, one can verify, in a time polynomial in the 
size of R, if R contains or not states having one of the properties defined in section IV. 

R contains respectively an unspecified reception, a blocking unspecified reception or a dead
lock, if and only if the underllying state in the corresponding communicating system is respecti
vely an unspecified reception, a blocking unspecified reception or a deadlock. Moreover, all the 
states of R have the same property. 

Let tg = (qJ,tJ,Q2.t2,tCJ,2,tC2,J) be a global state where tc1,2 = al'<JW. a, is a delayed message 

in tg, if and only if the following conditions hold: fire(+a,qJ) '#- 0, t1 = Max(qJ) and 

'<1 < min(TC2,1). It then follows that, in order to find out the set of MR1 ~ R of states in which 
TCM 1 has a delayed message, one has to establish that fire( +a,q 1) '#- 0 and, in this case, to 

construct the set Sb of the elements of 9t. such that t1 = Max(qJ) and '<1 < min(TCv). The 
construction of Sb can be realized in a time quadratic in the size of R. 

The same approach is used for dealing with the other properties. 

VI.2. Example of a simple transfer protocol 

In this example we consider a sender sending data (Dt) to a receiver by using a reliable channel. 
Before sending, the sender has to be sure, by using messages Cr, Ca and Cn that the receiver is 
ready (Ca) or not (Cn) to receive data. 5 time unities have to be elapsed between two successive 
sending sequences (-Cd,+Ca,-Dt). The related protocol is described in Figure 1. 

""- wait[5,5] 

r~~ ~ 
+Cn[3,9] -CtO.~l -Dt[2,4] 

L@ ~@ 
+Ca[3,9] 

" [

(r]) 
-Cn[1,3] Y ts;l] 

-Ca[1,3] 

Sender Receiver 
Figure 1: a simple transfer protocol 

Let us assume that min(TC;J) = 1 and max(TC;J) = 3. The related TRG is given in Figure 2. 
Let us now consider the case with min(TC 1,2) = 1, max(TC 1 ,2) = 5, min(TC 2.1) = 2 and 

max(TC2,1) = 3. One can see that the transition (1,-Cr) is firable in R0 and R0 ~(1.-Cd) Rl, 
where: 

R1 = <(s2,rl,Cr,£);{0 $ 11 = -<$ 5 >. 
12- (j ~ 0 
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Similarly, Rl ~(2.-tCr) R2 where: 

{
1 ~ tJ ~ 8 

R2 = <(s2,r2,E,E); 0 S t2 S 3 > 
1st]- t2 ~ 5 

and R2 ~(2,-Ca) R3 where: 

{
2 ~ t] ~ 9 

Rl = <(s2,r3,E,Ca); 0 S t2 = -rS 3 >. 
2 S t1-t2 S8 

Rl contains global states in which the message Ca is delayed. To see that, it is sufficient to 
notice that the states of Rl in which Ca is delayed are those belonging to <(s2,c,e,Ca),!f >, 
where 9' is the polyhedron of points of !It 3 such that t1 = 9 = Max(s2) and 
-r< 2 = min(TC2,1). Now, one can see that this set is not empty and it is defined by: 

Finally, let us consider another case defined by min(TCij) = 0 and max(TCij) = 1. In this 
case R0 ~(1,-Cr) R1, where: 

Rl = <(s2 rl Cr e'·{0 s t1 = -rs 1 >. 
• • • 1 ' t2- t] ~ 0 

Similarly, Rl ~(2,+Cr) R2 where: 

{
0 S t1 S4 

R2 = <(s2,r2,E,E); 0 S t2 S 3 > 
0 s t]- t2 s l 

The states of Rl for which -r = 1 and t1 < 3 are those in which the sender has a delayed recep
tion. Now, one can see that the set of such states is not empty and it is given by: 

3- ·{2 ~t] < 3 
DR - <(s2,r3,e,Ca), t2 = 't'= l >. 

The states of Rl for which -r 
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Figure 2: temporal reachability graph of the transfer protocol 

Vll. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have designed a temporal communicating machine model, to specify quantita
tive temporal aspects of communication protocols. After that, we have defined a behavior graph 
describing the communication between temporal machines, but this graph is locally infinite. We 
have then showed how to deduce from this graph, a locally finite one allowing one to validate 
new general properties, dealing with temporal constraints in communication protocols. This 
graph is called temporal reachability graph. Our work is now oriented to design an approach, to 
verify properties of the service provided by communication protocols with temporal constraints, 
using temporal reachability graph and an adapted temporal logic. 
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